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A. MODEL FOR MEASURING PUFFERY EFFECTS.

The purpose of this article.4 to describe and discuss a conceptual model

'for experimentally investigating the efiects of advertising puffery. Puffery

as a legal concept is discussed in the first section. NeXt the proposed

model is desCribed and discussed. The third section provideshsearch support

for the model. The final section includes a summary and Implications for future

,.-research on puffery.

PUFFERY A LEGAL.CONCEPT .

The major obstacle to experimental s udy of puffery is that itis'a legal

et.

and not an empirical r theoretical cohcept.0 The legal stance regarding-puffery

has evolVed from legal precedentsand expert testimony and not frOm empirical

'evidence. LegallY puffery is permitted'on the groupds that such claims are

perceived; as sellers' opinions' and not as factual statements. The 14w assumes

that ieasonable consumers automatically disbount puffeiy claims, and therefore,

are not deceived, , There are critics though who 'feel 'consumers do tely on- puffery

claims as.acte, are: deceived by such claims,:. and that:the ''puffery exemption"

remains the lastremnant of the caveat em tor tradition.

Ivan Preston, among the mote vociferOus c tics of:pu0ery, has argued that
.

. , .
.puffery affectsc consumers by them with deceptive statements and has

'actively pushed for the legal. rohibition of all puffery claims (13, 14, 15).

'Eli Cox feels that .puffery' not only -deceives consumers, but has neeative lon'g-'"

'' ..".
.

,terif.consequenceS p :the very. effectiveness of advertising itself (8), John
.

.,..

Howard. and James Hulbert, N in their summary o testimony gi before.tbe FTC'

1971Nearings:ba!'adVertiSln, concluded.that exaggerations and overstatements

in messageahave contributed to an artificial/rise in consumer expectations'



and tote recommended that the same legal requirements be,applied to puffery

claims 'as applied to other claims (10). Most practitioners; on ,the other hand,

have-defended-puffery-by-arguing-that such4laims are-a necedsary part of

/ advertising, that-consumers understand this and respOhd accordihgly:

/
r The problem remains that, while the controversT,oyer puffery has grown,

there have been no putlished experimental investigations of,the actual effect$

of puffery.. This is most likelyhecaude puffery is a legal concept that does

not readily lenoritsel! to empirical definition or operatiOnalizStion, and

therefore,,is difficult-A° manipulate and measure.,.

Pd*ERY - A CONCEPTUAL MODEL,

\ \

Support for the proposed model for the experimental study of the effects'
\ \

of puffery comes from studies reported in the psychology and marketing litera-

ture on the causal link between the overstatement and.undersiatement of-ihfor-
i

mation and'the manipulation of expectations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 16, 17,

18, 19,
,

203 23, 25). While these studies have_focused heavily on product

evaluation as the major dependent variable, they suggest that advertising ialan

important source of consumer exp ectations. This suggestion provides the founda-

tion for the following, conceptual model of puffery eff ts 'as illustrated in

Figure 1.

Oua,the surface, the problem of measuring puffery might,appear,tp,be the
. .

simple -0,spzessment.of:the effects of -1.:,. fed claims on 'buying behavior and atti-

A

tudes toward.'the advertiser and messages making ttlose claims. A closer rook

at the problem, hOwever, uncovers soMeintermediate processes and factors
.,..

which suggest a novel approach to the investigation of puffery effe cts. These,

processes and factors, are illustirlted in Figure 1, and When viewed as a whole.-

provide a hierarchical model of hot/ the use of puffery might affect,how adver-
, 1 d .

tisdng is received and used by consurers.



The first intermediate factor of import6nce to the understanding of

puffery is the role of consumer expectations. An expectation can be defined

as a mental or emotion state in which a ndividual looks forward to the
ti

probable occurrence or appearance of sbnlething (9, 11). In the case of adver-

tieing, the .eXpectations created are usually for a certain degree of product

quality,or level of product performance. When the'product quality orper-
..

fornianee a consumer expects has been artificially raised by puffery, concern

.

turns to 'a second factoT7-whether or not the product purchased fulfills these

)
expectations.

The confirmation or disconfirma.tion of expectations are important inter-

mediate procesSes'to the understanding of puffery. Confirmation occurs when

\a consumer feels a product has met his/her expectations., Disconfirmation occurs,

when the product has failed to meet expectations. This can occur fin one of two

ways. The product c#n fall short of expectations or it can exceed the expec-.1

tations. If it'fails short, a negative discopfirmation should occur. If it

exceeds expectations, a positive disconfirmation,shouldoCcur. In the model

in Figure 1, puffery Might be expected to lead'to a negative.isconfirmation

f expectations. Understating product claims, On the other hand, might be ex-
,

pected.to do the opposite--lead to a positive disconfamatioe of sexpectations.

1

Taking the model in.Figure l'to its logicarconclusion, the proces
2.

described might be expected to result in ,negative eonsumer feelings 'towa

advertising which uses puffery as well)as.the ponsor, a loss of messaw

credibility, no or little intent to,repurchase'the product, and actOitionals

port for a generalifeeling of Suspect toward all adveitising messages.

-Figure 1 provides a model for an'empiricaily useful understanding of the

term pUffery. It does this by.making the effects of puffery testaple and meas-
.

r
urable in terms of the intermediate factors and processes iduhe model. This

has not been possible with the standard legal interpretations opuffery.'.
f

1.
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In terms of ehe model in Figure 1., a puffed claim can be defined as any

claim which creates artifiCially, high expectations for product quikiy.Orper-

.

formance. A simple comparison of the expectations preafid-by an advertisement
, \s, .

,
v.

with.consumer assessment of the actual product can help d&termine,iflan ad.

has overstated the product's qualities. This technique can,also be used to

pretest and select.advertisements to be used in experimentation en puffery (21).

6

RESEARCH SUPPORT

Results generated in an experiment reported in detail in other papers by

-

Vanden Bergh and Reid (21,'22) suppo'rt the model in Figure 1 and will be

summarized here. A comparative treatment-s laboratory experiment was executed,

to, iest the relative effects of aavertising&puffery, as depicted in Figure 1,

I

against the effects of r alistic and understated advertising messages. The.
.7"

experiment. was executed and data gathered from 81 Students attending summer

fasion clashes ae the University of Tennessee, Knoxville..

4
The major. independent variable Manipulated in the.experimentwas the

discrepancYrbeiween'a product as depiett5.1,inetreatment advertisements and

.

subject experiedce with the actual produCt.0 Thus, the advertising message

,

puffing the product would be expected to create a rather definite discrepancy

A . .

between_the;dagIcted product and-the ell subjects experienced in the experiment.

The rea ic ad was predicted TO produce very little discrepancy and the under-

statea ad'f.ias predicted to produce a discrepancy in the opposite directiontp
,

that generated by ttfe puffed message. -Once the discrepandies. were created,-
<---.. :.

,.::..

effects were obserVid..04:the following,deAndent variables: (1) ,The confirm-
....,..._....- .,.' .

tion or disconfirMation&expedtations, (2)* change in subject attitudes

toward, the messages, (3) change in subject attitudes 'toward the sponsoring

company, (4) change in message credibility, and (5) change"inAntent to

pqrcbase the advertised product. qt
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a.

It was predicted that the puffed advertising message would create a

definite' discrepancy between the erodUct 'depicted and the actual product

which would lead to a negative effect on the variables described relative to the

other treatment ads. To test this Hypothesis, subjects were randomly assigned

to each of three treatment groups. One group receivtid a puffed newspaper ad-

vertisement, one a realistic newspaper ad, and one an understated newspaper

ad for a ballpoint pen.''After expopure to the treatment ads, each subjedt:rated

the pen depicted in the ad on a product rating scale. Subjects also evaluated
.1'

,the message and sponeo5ing company, rated the message's credibility, and in-
.

dicated intent to purchase the pen.

After these procedures, all subjects were given a pen 'comparable in value

to the One'depied in the realistic newspaper ad. Subjects were given a chance

inspec'l and use the pen. They'were then.asked if the pen was,mUch better,
ov

better, aboutthe same, worse, or much worse thalthe pen depicted in the i

newspaper ad. The product tating eoele was administered' again at this point

I

in the experiment. ,Next,.subjects_Were exposed to the,treatmentads again ,and

the message and oompan54 evaluations, message,credibility rating, end intent to

purchaSe
4

ieasure repeated.. Measures taken befbre exposure to the pen were

subtracted from those taken afterward to generate change scpres for each

treatment group.
V.

All data were subjected to analysis of. variance procedures and apprApriate

tatiatical'piobes used'to tease out pairwise differences between groups. The

. findings of this study live been simplified and summarized in'Taiihle 1. The

results reported support the conceptual model illustrated in Figure .1. Relative

to the other.treatment.groups, the puffed messageproduced-aritficially high
1

consumer expectations fo; the product deRicted ih the ad-which led to a pre-

ponderahce of negative disconidrmations of expeCrations as well' as a negative

r'?



lk
change in: , (1) coaftmer attitudes toward the messagi and Aponhoring company,,

'(2) message credibility, and (3) intent to purchase the produce

UMkARY±AND 'IMPLICATIONS

The-model and,studyreported provide a way to test the.relative effects

of adyertising puffery based on the expectations it creates and.hot on moral;

legal, ethical or stylistic interpretations Of 'Oat is puffery and what )

not. Thus, any manipulation of symboks, words, art, photography, mlisic,
. .

video, audio., sound effects, etc., which suggests to an individu'al that the
I.

product depicted, is subtantially petter -in value than it actually is can be

considered' puffery when it,is done 'within the bdunds of the law. Stith an
- 4

interprethtion'allowA us to test for puffery by comparing.consumer expedta-

,//iionsTlor a-product adVertised with the actual product.

`Hopefully, rasing this or similar new. conceptualizations of p ffery,
0.

research-based understanding of advertising puffery will emerge. In the future,

'"'research in this area should attempt ,to teat the long -ten; effects of puffery

as well as the short-tun effects retorted here. ,Also,the,use of puffery for

- ,

. different.types of products, ih-different media, and against different popula-

tiotisegMents should be studied. Entire multimedia v.ampaigns employing-puffery
. ,.. ,

should be inves(igated for a possible synergistic effect that might actually
. c .

further inflate expectations,for a product. Also the effects bf puffery .thould
. -.

( .

. .

b testedin real-li,fe settings. The line of investigation is now open to.future
. . . .

improvements totheli) advertisers', law yers, governmen agencies, consumers and

students better understand the effects and effectiveness of advertisingyuffery.

r
7
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Figure 1

A HIERARCUICAL MODEL OF POSSIDLE'EFFECTS
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Table"

RELATIVE EFFECTS OF PUFFERY

Treatment Groups

Puffed Message Realistic Message UndeAated Message

Expectations

Confirmation/

Disconfirmation

Changegin Message

Evaluation.
.

Change in Sponsor

Evaluation

Change in Message

Credibility

Change in Intent

to Purchase

High Realistic

\ Negative, '',

Disconfirmation

/
Negative

Negative

NegatiVe,'

Negative

Low

Confirmation and Positive

Negitive

Disconfirmation ,

Slightly Negative

Slightly Negative

Disconfirmation,

Positive

Positive'

Slightly, Negative Positive

PositiveSlightly Negative

11
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